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a b s t r a c t

Recent advances in wireless networking introduce the concept of resource sharing as one promising way
to enhance the performance of radio communications. As the wireless spectrum is a scarce resource, and
its usage is often found to be inefficient, it may be meaningful to design solutions where multiple oper-
ators join their efforts, so that wireless access of their terminals takes place on shared, rather than pro-
prietary to a single operator, frequency bands. In spite of the conceptual simplicity of this idea, the
resulting mathematical analysis may be very complex, since it involves analytical representation of
multiple wireless channels. Simulation studies may be extremely useful to obtain a correct performance
characterization of wireless networks with shared resources. In this spirit, the present paper introduces
and evaluates an original extension of the well known ns-3 network simulator, which focuses on multiple
operators of the most up-to-date cellular scenarios, i.e., the Long Term Evolution of UMTS employing
OFDMA multiplexing. Spectrum sharing is represented through a proper software architecture, where
several sharing policies can be framed. A detailed simulation campaign is run to assess the computational
performance of the proposed architecture, and to show its effectiveness in analyzing realistic scenarios.

! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Although game theory started as a mathematical formulation of
problems mostly belonging to economic and political systems, its
application to wireless networking is becoming common practice
[22]. Indeed, game theory is well suited to study problems where
a scarce resource is contended for by multiple agents (players),
as well as situations where these players have contrasting objec-
tives, mostly because they are selfish, i.e., interested in their own
good only. Incidentally, these aspects characterize the vast major-
ity of wireless access problems, even though it can be noted that
spectrum scarcity is due more to bad frequency planning than to
a real lack of available frequencies [17]. In any event, it is the self-
ishness of the players, i.e., the network operators, that makes the
radio access inefficient. This gives a strong motivation for replacing
the classic scenario where network users are driven by self-interest
with another where they cooperate [27].

A related early attempt at using game theory within wireless
scenarios involves cognitive networks. In such a model, as defined
by [24], two kinds of users co-exist, i.e., primary and secondary.
The former are licensed users which access the frequency bands
they are entitled to; the latter opportunistically access the sub-
channels which are unused by their legitimate owners (the pri-

mary users) for a given amount of time. The secondary users can
act only after the primary users have made their decision. To some
extent, cooperation is present in the sense that the primary users
are aware of the secondary, but they let them be; after all, they
are not threatening as they only exploit unwanted resources. This
situation of cognitive networks is also reminiscent of some game
theoretic investigations describing a duopoly situation with an
incumbent and an outsider, known as a Stackelberg game, which
has seen application to wireless networks problems [28].

Actually, an even more general form of collaboration can be
thought of, without classifying players into primary or secondary,
but rather considering an egalitarian approach, where similarly-
minded players desire to use a common resource, or share a por-
tion of their properties with the others. In the wireless network
context, this would mean that network operators join their
licensed frequencies for common wireless access. As hinted by sev-
eral studies, such an idea may be beneficial for all the involved
players if a collaborative access to the wireless resource is achieved
[12,18,20,21]. Possible ways to quantify a gain can be in a larger
number of users served, a wider network coverage, a higher net-
work throughput.

However, the main challenge for analyzing this problem is in
the adoption of realistic models for the physical layer. In principle,
it can be easily argued that certain physical characteristics of the
wireless channel, for example multi-user and frequency diversity,
make it appealing to share its access, rather than competing for
it [19]. Yet, an exact characterization of the wireless channel for
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several players is mathematically difficult. For this reason, the
considered scenarios are often limited to small networks with
few transmitter–receiver pairs, most of the times just two, i.e., a to-
tal of four nodes. We believe that a realistic performance evalua-
tion of larger networks is key to get a clear understanding of the
usefulness of the sharing concept in wireless scenarios.

In the scientific community it is quite common to resort to net-
work simulation instruments to assess the performance of large
networks which are not easy to tackle exactly. For example, the
well known network simulator-3 (ns-3) [4] is currently considered
as one of the most advanced and modular software tools to per-
form this task. The ns-3 simulator is entirely open source and com-
prises the entire protocol stack, from the physical layer up to the
application. Although the focus of network simulation is often on
the intermediate layers (data link, network, transport), ns-3 is ex-
tremely modular and therefore admits integration with detailed
models of the physical layer, especially with the most up-to-date
wireless technologies. A bottom-up representation of the protocol
stack can be particularly appealing for the analysis of spectrum
sharing, that involves both lower and higher layers. These reasons
motivate our choice to employ an existing implementation [26]
within ns-3 of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) of the Universal Mo-
bile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [1].

The present paper completes the work already presented in
[11], whose main contribution is to introduce a novel software
extension of this ns-3 version to characterize spectrum sharing
scenarios where cooperation is established among multiple opera-
tors, each with a considerable number of nodes. To realize this
enhancement, original software structures are introduced. First of
all, a class describing a virtual frequency market has been inserted
in the simulator structure. This class implements the functional-
ities of a virtual arbitrator, and does not represent a physical entity
of the network, but rather determines the sharing policy of the fre-
quencies belonging to the common pool. In other words, its role is
to abstract the set of rules agreed upon by the operators when
determining the shared portion of the spectrum. Moreover, two
main sharing meta-policies can be utilized, namely orthogonal
and non-orthogonal sharing. In the former case, the frequencies of
the shared pool are used by one and only one operator, although
not necessarily the one that detains the legal property of the access
on that frequency. In the latter, also simultaneous access of
multiple users on the same frequency is possible. In both cases,
the arbitrator structure is required to represent in an abstract man-
ner the details of the sharing policy, such as priority rules among
the operators in case of conflicting assignments or excessive
mutual interference.

It is worth noting that the definition of efficient sharing policies
is out of the scope of the present paper. For the sake of simplicity,
we focus on orthogonal sharing, which is immediate to describe
and does not require to detail any power control policy for shared
frequencies. However, as the code developed is entirely modular,
an extension to non-orthogonal sharing would be possible. More-
over, only competitive sharing was modeled, leaving the issue of
identifying efficient and collaborative sharing mechanisms for a
future analysis, possibly with more advanced game theoretic
instruments.

Finally, besides introducing the details of the software exten-
sions implemented within ns-3, this paper also provides the re-
sults of a simulation campaign meant to assess the effectiveness
of the resulting simulator as a benchmark for testing spectrum
sharing algorithms. A sample sharing algorithm is employed, and
the evaluation of the modified version of the simulator in terms
of computational requirements is given as well. The results con-
firm the ability of such a software instrument to give realistic
assessments of the usefulness of spectrum sharing, and at the
same time motivate further efforts with game theoretic ap-

proaches to implement efficient sharing algorithms where collab-
orative sharing is sought.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we re-
view related works on simulation platforms for spectrum sharing
analysis. In Section 3 we describe the system model, detailing
the theoretical rationale behind the spectrum sharing characteriza-
tion, while in Section 4 we discuss the modifications applied to the
software architecture. In Section 5 we outline the simulation sce-
nario and in Section 6 we present numerical results to validate
our proposed contribution. We finally conclude in Section 7.

2. State of the art

Simulation platforms are a very common reference point to test
protocols and assess the network performance, in particular for all
those scenarios where the mathematical analysis becomes com-
plex or cannot produce a solution in closed form.

In the literature, most of the works dealing with complex net-
work systems include a performance evaluation part which leans
on a simulator. This can be either a single-purpose simulator, spe-
cific to the scenario under investigation, or an adapted version of a
general-purpose simulator. We believe that the latter alternative
better fulfills scientific generality and reproducibility of the results,
and enables future developments of individual findings. However,
the software instruments chosen by the scientific community to
this end are quite heterogeneous, from extremely general software
platforms like SIMLIB [6] or MATLAB [3], which are properly cus-
tomized to the particular context under evaluation, to more appli-
cation specific tools which refer to particular systems, such as
OMNET++ [5].

For what concerns computer networks, one of the most used
tools in the research community is the Network Simulator ns [4],
whose latest version is ns-3. It is an open source, free software
managed by an active community of developers. The whole Inter-
net suite protocol stack is implemented together with the most
important protocols at the transport, network, and data link layers.
Therefore, many different network scenarios can be created and
simulated. One of the last implemented modules realizes LTE cellu-
lar networks [26]. The introduced framework enables the creation
of Base Stations (called eNodeBs, or eNBs) and mobile terminals
(called user equipments, or UEs) which can communicate with
the eNBs. Most of the functionalities of the physical channel and
medium access have been implemented. In [11], this basic frame-
work has been extended by enabling a multi-cell scenario and
allowing eNBs to share part of their frequencies in the downlink
direction. Such a scenario is particularly interesting when the eNBs
are managed by different cellular network operators. This paper
further extends that work and introduces, together with a more de-
tailed description of the system model, a different simulation sce-
nario with an asymmetric cell traffic load.

Although the problems of interference channels and spectrum
sharing have been addressed in several papers, e.g., [15,16], the
scenario of inter-cell spectrum sharing was considered in a small
number of them so far, and even fewer papers have focused on
multi-operator networks. However, since in current network
deployments the coexistence of multiple operators in adjacent re-
gions is quite common, it makes sense to investigate the efficiency
of the spectrum division policies adopted in common practice. The
interest in this area has increased during the last years and has
been involving not only researchers, but also telecommunication
companies and regulatory bodies.

A first simple concept of spectrum sharing has been introduced
and analyzed in [8]. Base Stations try to face their incoming re-
quests first by using their initial spectrum, and then by exploiting
frequencies not used by the others. Two algorithms for resource
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allocation are presented and evaluated, but the presence of a cen-
tralized network is assumed, together with a coordinating unit that
manages the whole network. In [14,23] the authors introduce the
concept of resource sharing in broadband cellular networks and
show its impact on the achievable capacity and the packet delay.
In this case, the resources shared among the different cells are
the time slots (time division multiple access is employed), and
operators use their allocated slots to transfer data to their mobiles.
While in [23] sharing is seen as a ‘‘last resort’’ solution, in [14] a
new way of implementing radio networks is explored where mo-
biles are always connected to the best base station, regardless of
whether it belongs to their home operator or not. This point is dif-
ferent from the implementation that we present in this work,
where the resource shared is the band and mobile terminals are al-
ways connected to their home operators.

Another paper where the inter-operator spectrum sharing con-
text is taken into consideration is [13], where a game theoretic
analysis is given for a cognitive context. Here, operators are classi-
fied into primary and secondary. This is slightly different from the
system modeled in our simulator where, as described in the next
section, eNBs are not supposed to have sensing capabilities and
such a hierarchy is not present.

3. System model

The focus of this work is on spectrum sharing in OFDMA net-
works, particularly concerning the LTE standard [1]. As mentioned
in the introduction, it is important to clarify the orthogonality of
the access scheme in the pool of common frequencies: ‘‘orthogonal-
ity’’ means that simultaneous usage by more than one operator is
not allowed. Considering that a non-orthogonal approach would re-
quire a longer discussion about the convergence of the algorithm for
the resolution of contentions on shared frequencies, and the intro-
duction of power control mechanisms for the users (i.e., the eNBs),
we will focus on the orthogonal sharing case. Note that, in any event,
this choice is made only for the sake of simplicity and, thanks to the
modularity of the proposed framework, it can be easily extended to
work with non-orthogonal sharing. Therefore, from this point on, we
will assume that eNBs share orthogonally the pool of common
frequencies, that is each frequency resource can be assigned to at
most a single operator within an allocation time slot, in our case
corresponding to the LTE subframe duration (1 ms).

We focus on the definition of a modular framework developed
to test different solutions and efficiently evaluate the performance
in terms of throughput and execution time. The resulting software
can be used to validate several sharing policies, possibly derived
within a game theoretic analysis. In this work, we will show sam-
ple results for orthogonal competitive sharing. However, given the
modular nature of the simulator, more complex game theoretic ap-
proaches can be studied, even resorting to dynamic games, Stackel-
berg games and so forth [22,28].

To have a complete system characterization, we need to con-
sider the spectrum management parameters, i.e., physical details
such as center frequencies, channel bandwidth, and sharing
percentages. In particular, the set of licensed frequencies that the
operators are willing to share and the access mechanism must be
defined. The policy behind such a cooperation agreement is out
of the scope of the present paper, as it is more related to the eco-
nomic agreement between the operators and to their business
models. However, along with different allocation and coordination
techniques, it represents an interesting research topic and, thanks
to this contribution, various approaches can be quantitatively
evaluated. Our choice is to be fully compliant with the LTE stan-
dard and to treat OFDMA resource blocks as perfectly fluidic and
transferrable entities, subject to licensing constraints (that is, they

can be shared only if the legitimate owner agrees to it). Fig. 1
shows the scheme adopted to define the system sharing capabili-
ties. According to the selected bandwidth percentage to be shared,
the eNBs will allow partial access to UEs belonging to other
domains.

After there preliminaries, in the following subsections we de-
scribe two original parts of our contribution which complete the
system description. First, we need to discuss local scheduling and
resource allocation algorithms that must be executed in each
eNB in order to generate an allocation map, the downlink serving
scheme, which will be detailed in Section 3.1. Moreover, we con-
sider a virtual market to be in charge of collecting this information
and deriving serving schemes that must be adopted by each eNB,
according to the chosen contention solving policy, which will be
illustrated in Section 3.2.

3.1. Intra-cell allocation

The cell capabilities are fully characterized when the physical
components have been defined. Then, we provide a joint schedul-
ing and resource allocation algorithm to properly design a down-
link transmission scheme. However, our goal is to integrate the
proposed spectrum sharing framework for LTE systems into a sim-
ulation tool, ns-3. Conversely, the definition and the analysis of
efficient schemes which can be fed to this simulator are not di-
rectly investigated here, but are left for future work, possibly with-
in a game theoretic context.

For what concerns the scope of this paper, two basic algorithms
have been implemented and compared: on the one hand, max
throughput represents an allocation scheme for which the re-
sources are allocated to the UEs with the best channel conditions,
without taking into account fairness among users. On the other
hand, a fair approach, denominated fairness, is proposed where
the available system resources are distributed among the users,
thus reducing the overall throughput. The distribution of the re-
sources, hereinafter referred as resource blocks (RBs), happens in
a Round Robin way with the pooling starting from the UEs with
the best channel quality and moving to those in a worse condition.
Note that, according to the LTE standard [1], channel quality is de-
scribed by a Channel Quality Index (CQI) value which belongs to a
predetermined set of 15 values, which dictates to use different
modulation schemes and implies a different spectral efficiency,
as will be discussed later.

During the first allocation round, each UE receives a number of
RBs equal to

THmin !
NRB

NUE

! "
; "1#

where NRB represents the total number of RBs, and NUE is the num-
ber of registered UEs requesting admission to the system. Once this
minimum threshold has been guaranteed to all the users, all the

Fig. 1. Spectrum sharing.
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remaining RBs are distributed again by adopting a Round Robin pol-
icy and assigning 1 RB per UE starting first from those with better
channel conditions. In the proposed example, the threshold in Eq.
(1) is equal to 1, so all the UEs will be allocated a single RB. Fig. 2
depicts a sample scenario, where 10 UEs and 10 RBs are considered
and both approaches evaluated.

3.2. Inter-cell multi-operator coordination

By enabling sharing mechanisms, base stations belonging to dif-
ferent operators will compete for the same resources. The conten-
tion resolution policy is implemented in a separate module,
hereinafter called virtual market, as shown in Fig. 3. With reference
to an Object-Oriented Programming paradigm, we need a class
implementing the arbitration rule which defines how the operators
bargain the access to the common portion of the licensed spectra.
Any complex strategy can be implemented within this class, possi-
bly involving further extensions. In particular, this may be the
place where to implement, in an entirely modular manner, some
procedures inspired by game theoretic principles. After generating
its own allocation map, each eNB sends it to the virtual market that
gathers all the cells’ allocation information and rearranges the allo-
cation map according to the sharing policy. In this paper, we pro-
pose the implementation of some scheduling and resource
allocation algorithms, as well as a simple procedure to handle
the contentions among operators. Each eNB is assigned a priority
value per frequency sub-channel, defined as

PReNBj ;RBpool;i
!

p; RBpool;i 2 FeNBj

1$ p; otherwise

#
; "2#

where j 2 1; . . . ;mf g represents the eNB identifier, m is the total
number of eNBs involved in the sharing process, p 2 %0;1& is the pri-

ority level given to the eNB, FeNBj ! RBj;1; . . . ;RBj;nj

n o
;nj is the total

number of RBs available at eNBj, and RBpool;i 2 FeNBj [ . . . [ FeNBm . In
other words, shared resources are assigned based on these priority
levels; obviously, the UEs associated with eNBj will always have
higher priority than all other competing users. In our work, the pro-
posed approach is even simpler: we assume p ! 1 and m ! 2, so an
eNB will assign to its UEs the shared resources belonging to the com-
petitor eNB, referred to as eNBc , only if these are not allocated to UEs
belonging to eNBc . Thus, when multiple players request the same
resource, only the one with the highest priority will get it. The others
end up with no assignment, which is in general inefficient.

We stress that this general strategy is not given as an optimal
allocation, which ought to be derived from a (game) theoretic per-
spective. Rather, such sub-optimal policies serve to show the effec-
tiveness of our software implementation. Moreover, it can be
thought of as a characterization of the inefficient Nash equilibria
in the games with competitive sharing, while the goal of spectrum
sharing should rather be a collaborative assignment of frequencies.
Thus, our reference allocation policy correctly reflects that, if the
whole common pool is shared competitively, in the long run only
inefficient and unfair allocations will be achieved. However, we
also remark that more efficient solutions derived through game
theory, either available in the literature or originally developed,
can be tested and validated within the modular framework pro-
posed in this paper, so as to determine the choice that better suits
the operator needs.

4. LTE extension for ns-3

In this section we describe the extension of the ns-3 original
code that we implemented, with more details than in [11]. The
reference implementation of LTE to which we applied our modifi-
cations is the one presented in [26] and included in ns-3 starting
from the release ns-3.9. That version introduced a basic framework
for the simulation of a single-cell LTE network. Several functional-
ities were only defined but not implemented (e.g., feedbacks from
the UEs to their eNB). A simple downlink packet scheduler was
provided. All the changes and/or additions made in our code aim

Fig. 2. Intra-cell allocation.

Fig. 3. Inter-cell coordination.
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at (i) enabling the multi-cell multi-operator LTE scenarios and (ii)
defining a flexible architecture for inter-operator downlink spec-
trum sharing to test sharing policies. In this way, we have prepared
a framework that can be used as is or extended again to simulate a
broader range of situations. This is made possible by the extreme
modularity of ns-3. It is also worth mentioning that our extension
is entirely backward compatible with the previous releases of ns-3.
The code is publicly available [7].

4.1. Multi-cell multi-operator scenario

The first step for the definition of a multi-cell scenario is the
allocation of several objects of the class LteHelper, one for each cell.
Such an object contains all the information needed to create and
manage a cell, including a reference to the eNB and all its UEs.

An important modification that was required with respect to
[26] regards the representation of the time axis as seen by each
eNB. The PHY layer of eNBs and UEs is implemented in the classes
EnbLtePhy and UeLtePhy respectively, where the operations of sig-
nal transmission and reception are managed. Both these classes
are derived from the base class LtePhy, which contains all the prop-
erties and methods common to both types of nodes. Among the
others, this class has in its private fields two static counters, one
for the frame index (m nrFrames) and another for the subframe in-
dex (m nrSubFrames) within the current frame (see Fig. 4). They are
incremented every time a new frame/subframe is started, a func-
tionality that is implemented by the EnbLtePhy class, methods
StartFrame and StartSubFrame, since it is up to the eNB to decide
when to start the new frame/subframe. In a certain sense, they rep-
resent the timeline for the base station (and for the related cell as
well). In a multi-cell scenario there are many eNBs, each with its
own EnbLtePhy, but the values of the counters are common since
they are declared as static. This means that if n eNBs increment
the counter, then this will have a value n times greater than what
it should have. Two possible solutions are available to solve this
problem: either only an eNB increments those counters (a kind
of master eNB) or each one of them has its own counters and incre-
ments them independently (i.e., the static modifier is removed).
We have chosen the latter alternative, thus each eNB has its private
view of the time index. In our case, they are all synchronized, hence
they start each (sub) frame at the same time, but this choice does
not prevent further more realistic variations where the eNBs are
non-synchronized.

4.2. Downlink spectrum sharing

The implementation of the inter-cell downlink spectrum shar-
ing involved several modifications with the aim to first introduce
the spectrum sharing data structures and then develop the support
to the conflict resolution mechanisms.

We made eNBs aware of the additional sub-channels they can
use for downlink resource allocation by modifying the implemen-
tation of the EnbLtePhy and UeLtePhy classes. Originally, each one of
them was assigned a vector of sub-channels which represents the
available resources they can use. In our implementation we have
associated to each node an extended vector containing not only
the sub-channels originally assigned to it, but also those that the
other eNBs are willing to share together with the sub-channel pri-
ority access information (i.e., a value indicating the level of priority
of that node on each sub-channel). The previous data structure has
been kept for backward compatibility. A fundamental assumption
in this part of the code is that the portions of spectrum licensed
to the operators are adjacent, i.e., there are no holes in the whole
spectrum. This vector of frequencies is the one actually used for
all the allocation, transmission and reception operations. In partic-
ular, the (intra-cell) resource allocation is performed by the class
PacketScheduler. To test some new scheduling and allocation poli-
cies it is sufficient to extend it and override the method DoRunPac-
ketScheduler, which is the routine called at the beginning of each
subframe when a new set of packets must be selected for transmis-
sion to the UEs.

Once the support for sharing the frequencies among the eNBs
(belonging to different operators) has been implemented, thus en-
abling them to choose among a broader range of resources, it is
necessary to define a software architecture for the communication
among the base stations and the synchronization of the access to
the common pool. Each eNB determines its allocation map inde-
pendently, according to an internal scheduling and resource
allocation policy. Then, we decided to manage the inter-cell
communication (i.e., allocation map exchange) and trading (i.e.,
conflict resolution) by introducing a virtual entity. In a real system,
this phase requires that the eNBs communicate (e.g., through a
backhaul) and agree on a final allocation map to which all of them
must adhere. In our implementation, this communication is
abstracted by such virtual entity, which is an object defined as
an instance of the class VirtualMarket (see Fig. 3). At the beginning
of each subframe, it receives the resource allocation maps

Fig. 4. UML class diagram for the PHY layer in ns-3 LTE. Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for allocation conflict resolution.
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proposed by all the competing eNBs and decides the final map
according to some policy. Developers can implement whatever
policy they need by just modifying that class or extending it and
overriding the method that deals with contention resolution, i.e.,
GetAllocationMap. The VirtualMarket has a collection of eNB enti-
ties, which can communicate with it through its public interface.
In Fig. 5 an example of such a communication is shown by means
of a UML sequence diagram, which is also able to catch the tempo-
ral dimension of the activity. The particular communication
scheme shown is the one described in the previous section for con-
flict resolution, i.e., the priority mechanism. An iteration is indi-
cated since every time a competitor cannot use a sub-channel for
some UEs, i.e., it loses the contention, it is invited to reschedule
those UEs on other free resources (if any). Of course, this is just
an example given to describe how the architecture works.

5. Simulation scenario

In this section we describe the simulation scenarios that we
considered to validate the software architecture presented above.
We tested the sample sharing algorithms discussed in the previous
sections; however, our main focus is on the performance and
usability of the extended simulation platform instead of the algo-
rithms themselves.

The scenario consists of two eNBs (i.e., eNBA and eNBB) posi-
tioned in the same area, both with a coverage of 1500 m. A certain
(fixed) number of UEs, characterized by low mobility, are regis-
tered to each eNB and generate traffic. The UEs are distributed
within the coverage area of the corresponding base station accord-
ing to a two-dimensional uniform distribution. For the sake of
completeness, we considered two types of situations: (i) both cells
have the same number of UEs and the same traffic load (symmetric
cell load), and (ii) the two cells have a different number of UEs and
thus a different total traffic load (asymmetric cell load). In the for-
mer case, the number of UEs, equal for both eNBs, is an indepen-
dent parameter of the analysis. In the latter, we assume that
eNBA always has 40 UEs to serve while the number of UE managed
by eNBB is an independent parameter. Also, in the latter case, each
UE receives a a maximum number of 2 RBs according to a max
throughput criterion.

As mentioned in the previous sections, each user perceives a
different quality of the channel according to its position and other
radio propagation related factors. Depending on the Signal-to-
Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR), each UE calculates the CQI
for each RB, which can be seen as a partitioning of the SINR values
into 15 intervals. The CQI value is sent back to the eNB through a
control channel. This information is used for the selection of an
adequate Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS). As reported in

Table 1, LTE technology provides 15 different schemes [2], where
ECR stands for Effective Code Rate, and represents the robustness
of the selected coding scheme. Hence, each CQI determines the
number of bits that can be transmitted in a single RB:

bRB ! RBsubcarriers ' RBOFDMsymbols ' ECRCQI ' bmod; "3#

where RBsubcarriers and RBOFDMsymbols, that represent the number of sub-
carriers per RB and the number of OFDM symbols per RB respec-
tively, are provided in Table 2,, together with the main system
parameters, while bmod is the number of bits per symbol, deter-
mined by the specific M-ary modulation adopted:

bmod ! log2M !
2; for QPSK;
4; for 16-QAM;

6; for 64-QAM:

8
><

>:
"4#

The objective of the simulation campaign is twofold. On the one
hand, we measure the performance of the proposed framework in
terms of execution time; on the other hand, we used the simulator
to analyze some spectrum sharing algorithms for LTE networks, in
terms of cell sum capacity and aggregate throughput, thus showing
the effectiveness of the proposed software. In fact, as will be exten-
sively detailed in Section 6, the system performance behavior
follows the trend that we expected: increasing the number of
UEs in the system corresponds to a throughput increase, whereas
increasing the sharing percentage induces a smooth decrease of
the system throughput, according to the simple conflict resolution
approach implemented. More specifically, the performance metrics
taken into consideration are:

– Execution time, which represents the time required for the
execution of a simulation run. We expect an increasing behavior
in the number of UEs and in the sharing percentage because of
the higher computational complexity needed to perform a
greater number of operations. The reference machine is a server
with 48 Pentium CPUs, 64 GB RAM and running GNU/Linux
Ubuntu 11.04 as the operating system. It must be noted that,
even though the number of available processors is considerable,
the ns-3 software is inherently non parallel and thus all the runs
were always executed on a single processor as if it were a single
CPU machine. The only advantage of having more CPUs derived
from the possibility to execute several simulations in parallel,
one for each different combination of the input parameters
(i.e., number of UEs and sharing percentage).

– Cell sum capacity, which represents the sum of the Shannon
capacity reached in a cell on each sub-channel. It is given by

Table 1
LTE MCS.

CQI Modulation ECR Spectral efficiency bRB

1 QPSK 0.0762 0.15 24
2 QPSK 0.1172 0.23 40
3 QPSK 0.1885 0.38 60
4 QPSK 0.3008 0.6 100
5 QPSK 0.4385 0.88 144
6 QPSK 0.5879 1.18 196
7 16QAM 0.3691 1.48 248
8 16QAM 0.4785 1.91 322
9 16QAM 0.6016 2.41 402
10 64QAM 0.4551 2.73 452
11 64QAM 0.5537 3.32 554
12 64QAM 0.6504 3.9 654
13 64QAM 0.7539 4.52 756
14 64QAM 0.8525 5.12 856
15 64QAM 0.9258 5.55 936

Table 2
Main system parameters.

Parameter Value

Center frequencies 2.115 GHz (eNBA), 2.125 GHz (eNBB)
eNB downlink channel bandwidth 10 MHz
Subcarrier bandwidth 15 kHz
Doppler frequency 60 Hz
RBbandwidth 180 kHz
RBsubcarriers 12
RBOFDMsymbols 14
eNodeB TX power per sub-channel 27 dBm
Noise spectral density (N0) $174 dBm/Hz
Pathloss 128:1( "37:6 ' log10"R## dB
Shadow fading log-normal (r ! 8 dB)
Multipath Jakes model with 6–12 scatterers
Wall penetration loss 10 dB
Simulated interval 10 s
Frame duration 10 ms
TTI 1 ms
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C !
XNUE

i!1

XNRB

j!1

B ' log2"1( SINRij ' dij#
$ %

;

dij !
1; UEi allocated to RBj

0; otherwise

# "5#

where NRB is the total number of RBs that can be exploited in the
downlink of the cell (i.e., including those shared by the other
eNBs), and SINRij represents the SINR of UEi on RBj.

– Cell sum throughput, which represents the aggregation of the
data rates delivered to all UEs, and is computed as

T !
PNRB

i!1 bRBi

TTI
; "6#

where bRBi represents the resource block size referred to the ith RB,
NRB is the total number of RBs available in the system, and TTI is the
transmission time interval (see Table 2).

6. Numerical results

Figs. 6 and 7 show the performance in terms of sum capacity
and throughput achieved by each cell for both max throughput
and fairness intra-cell allocation algorithms for a different number
of cell users. In this case we are considering a symmetric cell load,
thus both cells have the same number of UEs and are statistically
equivalent. For this reason, only the results for one of them are re-
ported. As expected, the actual throughput value is significantly
below the cell sum capacity, as defined in (5), which represents
the upper bound on the data rate achievable for a given channel
condition. The actual amount of data transmitted depends on the
ECR. However, the behavior of both sum capacity and throughput
as functions of the sharing percentage for different numbers of
users is qualitatively similar, meaning that they differ only by a
scaling factor due to the use of real coding and modulation
schemes.

In both figures the trade-off between the max-throughput and
the fairness allocation algorithms is clearly shown. The former al-
ways makes the system reach a better performance because the
application of a fair scheduling policy requires the allocation of
RBs also to the UEs with lower CQI. This is true for all values of
the number of UEs.

Another important effect that can be noted from Figs. 6 and 7 is
the increment of both performance indices with the number of
UEs. As expected, this is due to the multiuser diversity effect: the
larger the number of UEs, the higher the probability that for each
sub-channel there is at least one of them with a good CQI. Of

course, this might lead to some (short term) unfairness in favor
of the users with a good channel quality. On the contrary, if the
fairness constraint must be taken into consideration, then the ef-
fect of the multiuser diversity is significantly reduced. That is the
reason for which in both figures, the increment of the performance
indices for the fairness approach is almost negligible. For a possible
discussion of this trade-off from a game-theoretic perspective, see
[10,9]. Moreover, the marginal increment of efficiency decreases
when a certain user density has been reached in the cell. When
more users are in the system, then for almost all the sub-channels
there is a user with good CQI. Thus, a saturation effect appears.

To sum up, the results validate the reliability of our model.
Thanks to the modularity introduced, the contention technique
can be adapted to different needs, and in particular to pursue a
cooperative sharing, where system capacity and throughput in-
crease when the spectrum sharing percentage becomes higher.

In Figs. 8 and 9 the sum capacity for both cells is shown in the
asymmetric load scenario. In this case, since the total amount of
traffic is different, the two cells are no longer statistically equiva-
lent. The two figures show the variation of the performance index
when several values of sharing percentage (parameter a) are con-
sidered. In such a scenario, the spectrum sharing gain can be better
appreciated since the overloaded eNB can opportunistically exploit
the RBs not used by the other. Of course, when a ! 0% the total
capacity achieved in the first cell does not depend on the number
of UEs in the second, since it can never use any of the spare re-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the cell sum capacity for the max throughput and the fairness
allocation algorithms, with a sharing percentage of 100%.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the Cell Sum Throughput for the max throughput and the
fairness allocation algorithms, with a sharing percentage of 100%.
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Fig. 8. Cell sum capacity for eNBA versus the number of UEs in cell B in the
asymmetric load scenario.
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sources, thus resulting in a remarkable waste of spectrum effi-
ciency. This means that eNBA cannot serve all its 40 UEs, which
would require access to 80 RBs while only 50 RBs are available.
On the other hand, when the sharing percentage increases the first
eNB is entitled to use some of the resources of the second if it does
not need them. This implies an average increment in the total
capacity of eNBA with a. Of course, also eNBB is entitled to use some
of the sub-channels in eNBA’s original pool but, since this one is in
saturation, it is very unlikely to find some spare resources and thus
it will end up in using mainly its portion of the spectrum. There-
fore, the sum capacity in cell B increases with the number of UEs
because more users are served but it does not vary significantly
with a. It must be noted that the amount of this increment de-
creases at a certain point, i.e., after UE ! 25. Indeed, while below
such a threshold all the users can be served, beyond that value it
is not possible to serve all of them (consider that the other cell is
in saturation, so no spare frequencies can be found) and the only
degree of freedom that eNBB can exploit regards the scheduling
of a UE instead of another one for the multiuser diversity. Regard-
ing cell A, the total capacity for a ! 50%, 100% decreases with the
number of UEs in cell B since the larger the load in that cell, the
higher the number of required RBs, and thus the lower the number
of spare resources that can be accessed by eNBA. Consider that a
priority scheduling policy is adopted, so if eNBB needs one of
its sub-channels it will get it disregarding eNBA’s requests. Also
these results validate the software architecture, and at the same
time open up the problem of finding an optimal sharing policy,
which appears to be an interesting future research direction. A
joint gain might be achieved by introducing some coordination
between the base stations, according to what stated by cooperative
game theory [25].

Finally, in Fig. 10 the execution time resulting from a wide
range of simulations is shown. It refers to the symmetric load
scenario with a max throughput allocation algorithm. There is an
obvious increment of the time required to run the simulations as
the number of UEs and the spectrum sharing percentage increase.
The simulation of more UEs requires more memory and computa-
tional resources to store and manage all those objects and thus a
larger execution time. On the other hand, a greater amount of
shared resources implies more contention and thus more iterations
of the conflict resolution algorithm. Execution times also increase
for greater sharing percentages since the (intra-cell) resource
allocator has a greater number of degrees of freedom. Moreover,
we remark that the tracing option was enabled in order to log
the performance indices and calculate statistics. Disk accesses are
quite time consuming and can slow down the execution by more

than 10 times with respect to the normal duration. However, in
spite of all these points, the computational complexity increases
proportionally with the number of users and the sharing percent-
age, and can thus be considered acceptable for realistic and
detailed simulation campaigns.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed an extension of the work pre-
sented in [11], whose main contribution was the design and imple-
mentation of a framework for multi-operator spectrum sharing
mechanisms within an LTE implementation of the well-known net-
work simulator ns-3. The aim is to provide the scientific commu-
nity with an effective and flexible simulation tool that can be
easily used, and possibly extended, for the investigation of such a
challenging research field. In particular, in the present paper a
more detailed description of the implemention is given together
with the functional validation in some different and more realistic
scenarios than those considered in the former study. The resulting
software has been thoroughly tested to evaluate its correctness
and reliability in achieving spectrum sharing functionalities. Two
different algorithms for intra-cell allocation have been imple-
mented in order to show the flexibility of the architecture and its
importance for performance comparisons. Of course, the focus of
this phase was on the simulator itself and not on the algorithms,
whose performance is not expected to be optimal. However, the re-
sults have been satisfactory under all aspects, showing that our
proposed extension can serve as a concrete tool to evaluate re-
source sharing mechanisms in next generation wireless networks.
The code has been released and is publicly available [7].

A first important extension of the proposed architecture that
can be identified regards the non-orthogonal spectrum sharing pol-
icy. In this paper, we considered only mutually exclusive access to
the common sub-channels. Although simple, this approach might
not lead to a full exploitation of the available bandwidth. Interfer-
ing transmissions might still be possible provided that the SINR at
the intended receivers is above a certain threshold, needed to guar-
antee a good quality of the received signal. Of course, such a mech-
anism comes with an additional complexity due to the
introduction of power control mechanisms to harmonize the trans-
mission among different sources. Therefore, the investigation of
this possibility may be of interest and the availability of a simula-
tion support to the theoretical analysis is a key factor to reach a
complete understanding.
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